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In the mode of modern tax administration, promoting tax compliance and
strengthening tax inspection management are an integral whole. Tax inspection plays
an irreplaceable role in improving tax compliance degree. From a practical point of
view, current tax audit in China focuses more on income function. The check-up
income is also an important standard for judging whether the tax inspection is
efficient. This wrong lead of one sided pursuing check-up income and storage amount
inevitably causes the revenue collection becoming the main task of the tax inspection
authority. In this way, it’s easier to perform long repeated checking of some minority
financially sound listed companies and some key tax sources enterprises, while
inspection of small business is often ignored. The monitoring functions and
disciplinary functions of tax inspection are weakened, which decreases the promotion
of tax compliance. Therefore, research on new tax audit model from the goal of tax
compliance has an important practical significance whether in theory or in practice.
In this paper, literature review and comparative analysis are frequently used to
study tax inspection and compliance theory from both home and abroad, explains the
general factors and reasons of tax non-compliance of taxpayers. And systematically
states the tax compliance historical changes and current situation in China，through
studies on legal construction inspectors, department organizational structure,
information level, tax incentives, the efficiency of various research inspectors, law
enforcement rigidity, punishment effect, tax relief, quality of personnel and other
analyses, it describes the tax audit management issues which influence the tax
compliance and audit effectiveness. By absorbing advanced experiences from the US,
Germany, Japan and other developed countries and combining China’s specific
national conditions and tax practices, this paper proposes positive and effective policy
suggestions and reform measures with the support of tax compliance theory. The aim
of this paper is to establish a new style of tax audit model to supplement and improve
tax inspection theory of the country. This theory will provide meaningful theoretical















create a favorable tax environment, improve tax compliance awareness of taxpayers
and create a harmonious relationship between tax levy and payment.
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年度 2011 2012 2013
税务登记户数（万户） 49501.6 5296.6 6013.15
检查户数（万户） 21.21 19.34 17.68
有问题户数（万户） 201707 185555 170510
检查面（%） 0.43% 0.37% 0.29%
查补收入总额（亿元） 957.72 1264 1283.67
其中：直接查补税额（亿元） 369.4 448.16 480.86
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